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Abstract-In thii paper, we present a new result on algebraic characterization of observability 
of a class of control systems, called the Bilinear Control systems on Lie Groups, introduced in the 
paper; and then extend this result to the direct product of two members in this class. The latter 
generalizes a recent result on the observability of the direct product of two members of a bilinear 
control system defined on lRn. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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The purpose of this paper is to study algebraic conditions which give information about the 
1. INTRODUCTION 
observability problem for a particular class of control systems: Bilinear Control Systems on Lie 
Groups of the form 
C = (G,D,h,V) 
for which the state space G is a real finite dimensional connected Lie group. The dynamic D is 
determined by the family of differential equations on G 
i = X(z) + 2 UjYj(Z), 
j=l 
which is parameterized by the set of piecewise constant controls U. We shall think of 
as a subset of all infinitesimal automorphisms of G, i.e., if 2 E D, then the l-parameter group 
(%ER induced by 2 is a subgroup of Aut(G), the Lie group of all automorphisms of G. F’ur- 
thermore, V is a Lie group and h is a Lie groups homomorphism. 
The system C induces the group 
Gc = {Z;, o Zf2 o -.’ 0 Ztk, 1 Zj E D, tj E W} 
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and the semigroup 
SC = (zt’ozt2, o... 0 ZIG, 1 Zj E D, tj 2 0) 
of Aut(G). It is well known that the action of GE on G induces a foliation with singularities 
on G [l] such that D is well defined on each orbit GE(E), z E G. In particular, it is always possible 
to assume C transitive on its orbits. By another hand, the system C is said to be observable if 
for every x E G, the family of applications h o 5’~ separates x of any element y in G. 
Authors have considered the obervability problem of certain class of control systems on Lie 
groups. For instance, Cheng, Dayawansa and Martin studied in [2] the obervability of invariant 
control systems, i.e., each element in D is an invariant vector field on G. Ayala and Haclbekiroglu 
studied in [3], the observability of linear pairs (X, h). Here the drift vector field X is an infinites- 
imal automorphism on G and h is a homomorphism. This case also contains observability results 
for the so-called linear control systems on Lie groups, i.e., when X is as above and the control 
vectors Yj belong to the Lie algebra of G for each j = 1,. . . , m. In connection with some ap- 
plication of the Peter-Weyl theorem for the observability problem of an invariant control system 
on a compact Lie group with a nondifferential output map, Ayala and Jir6n characterize in [4] 
the observability of a direct product of bilinear control systems on Wn. Our aim is to introduce 
the notion of bilinear control systems on Lie groups and to extend the results appearing in [4] 
for this new class of control systems. In fact, by definition, a bilinear control system R on Wn is 
given by the following data: 
i=Ax+ 2 Uj Bjxc, 
j=l 
y = cx, 
where x E BP, A, Bj E M,(W), j = 1,. . . , m, u E U, and C E M,,,(W). In particular, each 




Z; = et(A+x% ujB) E GLn(W), Vt E w. 
Therefore, R is determined by (R?, D, C, EP). 
The main results of this work follow. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C = (G, D, C, V) be a bilinear control system. 
(i) C is observable @ Ker(h) does not contain any nontrivial &-invariant subgroup. 
(ii) If C is transitive on G \ {l}, then C is observable e h is not the null homomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.1. For 1 = 1,2, let Cl = (Gl, Dl, hl, V) be an observable bilinear control system. If 
V is commutative, we have Cl $ C2 = (G1 x Gz, D1 x D2, hl x h2, V) is observable ti 
(i) there exists a nontrivial GE, -invariant subgroup Hl of Gl and a continuous isomorphism cp : 
HI - H2; 
(ii) there exists a nontrivial connected Lie subgroup Wl of Gl such that Wl c Hl c Gl and 
an isomorphism 1c, 
Gc,/w, - G.&/wz 
with the following commuting property: 
cp 0 9 = Q(g) O cp1 Vg E Gct/wz; 
(iii) hl 1~~ (h2 1~~ v) = Iv. 
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2. OBSERVABILITY 
Let C = (G,D,h,V) b e a bilinear control system. We denote by 1 the identity element of G. 
Since C is an analytic system, the indistinguishable relation N is an equivalent relation [5]. We 
denote by C(z) the equivalent class of z E G by N, i.e., 
REMARK. In particular, we have 
(i) C(1) = {z E G ) SC(Z) c Ker(h)}, 
(ii) C(z) = zC(1). 
In fact, each cp E SC is an automorphism of G so ~(1) = 1 and h(1) = Iv. By another hand, 
let y = ze with e E C(l), then ho (p(z) = h o q(y), Vcp E SC. Reciprocally, if y E C(z) and 
cp E SC, we obtain ho cp(z-‘y) = Iv. So, y E zC(1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a bilinear control system. Then, C(1) is a normal closed GE-invariant 
subgroup of G. 
PROOF. 1 E C(1). And for every z,y E C(l), 
Sn (zy-l) = Sn(z)&(y)-’ c Ker(h). 
Therefore, C(1) is a subgroup of G. Moreover, since h is a homomorphism, it follows immediately 
that C( 1) is normal. If (z,) is a sequence in C(1) convergent to x E G and cp E SC, then by 
continuity arguments we have 
Thus, the equivalent class of the neutral element is a closed subgroup and also a Lie subgroup 
of G [6]. Finally, let cp = 2, E Sn, t 2 0. For every z E G, the analytical curve 7 : W + G 
defined by y(t) = 2&(z) satisfies -y(t) c Ker(h). But, Ker(h) is a Lie subgroup of G and W+ is 
an open subset of W. Therefore, via analytical extension, we can conclude that the group GE 
preserves C(1). I 
With this lemma, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C = (G, D, h, V) be a linear control system. We have the following. 
(i) C is observable w Ker(h) does not contain any nontrivial SE-invariant subgroup. 
(ii) If C is transitive on G \ {l}, then C is observable ti h is not the null homomorphism. 
PROOF. 
(i) If H is a nontrivial &-invariant subgroup of Ker(h) and z E H, z # 1, then 
S,(z) c H c Ker(h). 
Hence, z N 1 and C is not observable. Conversely, suppose C is not observable, then 
the indistinguishable class C(1) is nontrivial and the result follows from Lemma 2.1. 
(ii) Let z E G, z # 1. By the hypothesis, GE(Z) = G \ (1) and since C(1) is GE-invariant, 
we conclude that G c Ker(h). In particular, h = Iv. The converse is clear because we 
suppose G # 1. I 
We can construct minimal realization for a bilinear control system C = (G, D, h, V) in the same 
class of control systems. Indeed, since C(1) is closed, we can define the homogeneous space G/ N. 
But C(1) is also normal, so G/ N is a Lie group. Let us denote by x : G + G/ N the canonic 
projection and by ?r* its derivative at the neutral element. We have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If C = (G, D, h, V) is transitive on G \ {l}, then the system E = (G/ N, 
n,(D), A, V), where h = k o T is a minimal realization for C. 
PROOF. Prom Lemma 2.1, we can construct for each 2 E D the vector field zIT* (2) on G/ N 
defined by z,(Z)(XC(l)) = z(Zt(X)), Vx E G, Vt E R. Thus, the dynamic of E is given by 
and the output map h satisfies the commutative diagram 
In fact, X N y =+ yX_’ - 1. Therefore, h(y) = h(x), Vy E C(z). Hence, 5 is well defined and the 
observability property of this bilinear control system follows from the equality 
On the other hand, C is transitive on G \ (1). Then E is transitive on ?r{(G/ -) \ C(l)}, 
Consequently, E is a minimal realization of C. I 
REMARK. Corollary 2.3 is a particular case of a minimal realization result for analytic systems 
due to Sussman [5]. 
3. DIRECT PRODUCT 
In this section, we introduce the notion of direct product of bilinear control systems, and we will 
be looking for algebraic conditions to characterize the observability of this product system. Let 
us consider two bilinear control systems Cl = ( GI , Dl , hr , V), 1 = 1,2, where V is a commutative 
Lie group. By definition, the direct product of Ci and Cz denoted by Cl @ Cz is given by 
Ci @ Cz = (Cl $ Cz, DI x Dz, hih2, V). In particular, the dynamic is defined as follows: 
(X1,X2) = (x1(21),x2(~2)) + 2 Uj (Y,j(Xr),Y,j(X2)), 
j=l 
where (X1,52) E Gr x Gz and h = h!hz E Hom(Gi x Gz,V). We consider m = max{mi,mz} 
and we complete with appropriate Y13 = 0. 
Next we characterize the observability of Ci $ Cz assuming that each component of the sum 
is an observable system. 
THEOREM 3.1. For I = 1,2, let Cl be an observable bilinear control system. Then, Ci ~3 Cz 
observable ti 
(i) there exists a nontrivial GE, -invariant subgroup HJ of Gl and a continuous isomorphism cp : 
HI + Hz; 
(ii) there exist a nontrivial connected Lie subgroup Wl such that Wl c Hl and an isomorphism 
$ : Gc,/Wl + Gc,/W2 with the following commutative property: 
‘po9=@(9)o’p~ Vg E %/w~; 
(iii) hl 1~~ (hz 1~~ v) = Iv. 
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PROOF. Suppose Cl @ CZ is not observable and denote by C(l, 1) the indiitinguishabiiity class 
of the neutral element (1,1) of Ci $ Cs. From Lemma 2.1, we know that C(l, 1) is a Gc,ec,- 
invariant closed Lie subgroup of Gi x Gs. Since we assume Cl observable, then 
CO, 1) n (G x (1)) = {(l,l)) = C(L 1) n ((1) x G2). 
Therefore, we can consider the injective canonical projections 
7~ : C(l, 1) + Gl. 
In fact, if wr(zi,zs) = ri(yr,ys), then 21 = yi . Since (1,223; ‘) E C( 1, l), it follows immediately 
that 22 = ys. Analogously for 7rs. We define 2Yr = ni(C(l, 1)) and cp : HI + I-I2 by: if 
z E Hr, then p(z) is the unique element in Hs such that (z, cp(z)) E C(l, 1). In other words, 
cp is determined by the geometric condition C(l, 1) = Graph(q). By another hand, cp is a 
homomorphism. Indeed, if 21,~ E Hi, then (~i,(~(~l))(~i,(~(ai)) = (~YI,(P(zI)(~(YI)). But 
C(l, 1) is a group, so cp(ziyi) = cp(zi)cp(yi). It is clear that cp is a group isomorphiim. To see 
the continuity of cp, just observe that cp = 7rs o 7~ and ?rl is a homomorphism on each connected 
component of Hr. Let gr E Gcl and 2 E Hi. There exist gs E Gca such that (gi, gs) E GxlOxa. 
Since C(l, 1) is G~,~~z-invariant, we obtain 
(gl,g2)(G(P(~)) = (LllGg2cp(~)) E 4171). 
In particular, giz E Hi. The Gs-invariance of H2 follows from the epijectivity of cp. We denote 
by C(l, 1)s the connected component of C(l, 1) through the neutral element. Thus, C(l, 1)s is 
a Lie subgroup of Gi x Gs [6]. For each 1= 1,2, the projection ~1 : C(l, 1)s + Gl induces a Lie 
algebra homomorphism 
r, : L. A. (C(l, 1)c) + L. A.(Gr). 
In particular, for each I = 1,2, x,(L. A.(C(l, 1)s)) is a subalgebra of L. A.(Gl) which define an 
involutive and regular distribution Ai on the fiber tangent bundle TGl. Al is an integrable 
distribution (61. Let IV1 be the integral manifold of AI through the neutral element of Gl. 
Then IV, c Hl c Gl. Since WI is connected and Hl is GE,-invariant, it follows that IVl is 
Gcr-invariant. From the orbits theorem, we can consider the restriction of the system Cl to the 
subgroup VVl. Indeed for each t E W and X E D, we have 
Xt E Aut(Gr) =$ X, IW~E Aut(Wl). 
Without lost of generality, we can assume that the group Gc, acts effectively on Gr. Now we 
define the homomorphism $ : G~Jw, - GQ/w~ on its generators as follows. Let us denote 
by cp ‘+ the element of Gcl,wl defined by the control u in Ci, then $J(@‘) = ~~1” is the 
element of Gc,/w, determined by the same control u in Cs. We claim that 1c, is well defined 
and injective. In fact, for each pair (x,1) E Gc,@c, and for each (21,~) E C(l,l), we have 
(2, l)(zi, 52) E C(l, 1). Thus, (p(gz) = y = p(z), in particular g. z = z, for each z E WI. Since 
the action of Gx,/w, is effective on WI, then g = Id. Hence, 
‘Pt ‘vu = Id. _ cp;+ = Id. 
Therefore, for each (u, tl), (v, tz) E U x W, 
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as claimed. Since C(l, 1) is Gcl/w~*cl/wa-invariant, we can consider the action 
Gel/w, x C(I, 1) - CO, I), 
(9Y(?cp(Z))) - (9.Gd49) ocp(z>). 
Thus, for every g E Gcl/wl, we have cp 0 g = $(g) o cp. Let x E HI be then, 
(z, V(X)) E C&l) C Ker(h). 
Consequently, 
Conversely, let T = Graph(cp/Wl). By the hypothesis it follows that 
{(l,l)} 5 T c C(1,l) c Ker(h). 
IV1 is a connected Lie group, cp is a continuous isomorphism, then T is a connected subgroup and 
therefore Scl@cp-invariant. Hence, Ker(h) contains a nontrivial subgroup Sclecz-invariant and 
Theorem 2.2 assures that the direct product system is not observable. I 
REMARK. Let C be a bilinear control system on G and W C G a GE-invariant Lie subgroup 
of G. We consider the representation 
Gc L Aut(W), 
Clearly, 
cl(Gc) = GE/W. 
In particular, 
GE/ Ker(p) = GE/W . 
If GE does not contain normal subgroups, then 
Thus, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the conditions of the above remark, we can conclude that C1 @ C2 is 
not observable 6 
1. GI N,+, G2, 
2. Gc, =ti Gcz, 
3. hl . (h2 o cp) = lv. 
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